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medieval armour, to restore two items to their original livery A family are preparing to begin a major restoration project on

two specially-made medieval jousting livery outfits, which will see one of the pieces rescued from the floor of an east
London skip. Helen and Michael Johnston of Knightsbridge said they are planning to return the livery to ‘as close to a

historically accurate state as possible’ with their two-year project. Historians believe the tunics were kept for more than 600
years in an east London skip, where they were exposed to the elements, before being found in 2017. They were in such bad
condition the team from the Knightsbridge Armoury, which was not involved in the original find, had to secure funding to

pay for a conservator to restore the pieces. Michael Johnston said: “We have been given the task of restoring the outfits to as
close to historically accurate state as possible.”A power distribution system (i.e., a power system) includes a plurality of

power devices. These power devices operate to provide power to other devices (e.g., computers, servers, control devices, and
other devices) that are also part of the power system. The power system may include a plurality of branch circuits in which
the power devices and the power system are connected. While a power distribution system is active, it is important that the
power devices in the power system be able to provide power to other devices while the power system is active. If a power
device becomes inactive or becomes disconnected from the power system (i.e., a power device fails or goes offline), it is

important that the power device be able to provide power to other devices in the power system until a new power device can
be activated and connected to the power system. Thus, a power system must include some type of remote power monitoring
and management feature in order to allow the power system to continue to provide power to the other devices in the power
system.Jurors in the Central Park Five case say that they're not clear on whether police intentionally withheld evidence that

led to the wrongful conviction of five young men for brutally raping a female jogger in 1989, but that there's more they need
to learn. The group of black and Latino men has been in the news recently for taking a civil suit against the city and
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